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a b s t r a c t 

The decoupling of software from hardware by means of virtualization presents us with a unique oppor- 

tunity to perform on-the-fly networ k deployment and reconfiguration. Virtual Machines could be instan- 

tiated and virtual links can connect these machines to form end-to-end virtualized networks on top of a 

physical network infrastructure. Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) algorithms could be used to map such 

virtual network on a physical network infrastructure. However, present VNE algorithms do not consider 

overall network protection. This is critical for a Telecom operator that needs to realize 99.999% network 

availability. Moreover, VNE is an NP-hard problem. In this paper, we propose a heuristics VNE aimed at 

protecting Telecom operator sites. Our objective is to develop advance counter-measures in the form of 

telco-grade redundancy to avoid large scale network failures such as the one observed during the tsunami 

in Japan in 2011. In designing our VNE algorithm, we distinguish server nodes from switching nodes as a 

server function cannot be embedded on a switching node. We also choose not to employ path splitting 

which is difficult to implement in real network operations. Along with detail modeling of our proposal, 

we also evaluate our scheme which shows its efficiency in realizing operators’ valuable infrastructure 

protection while maintaining lower resource consumption. 

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. 

1. Introduction 1 

Network virtualization has gained large momentum in the re- 2 

search community over the recent years and is now moving to- 3 

wards commercialization. Extensive usage of network virtualization 4 

can be observed in the datacenters or clouds in the IT sector where 5 

service availability and the consequent protection requirements are 6 

not so stringent. Telecom operators are also becoming increasingly 7 

interested in network virtualization. Some potential use cases in 8 

the Telecom sector [1] are the ease of deployment of nodes like 9 

MME, S/P-GW [2] , on-demand scaling of such nodes based on in- 10 

stant load rather than peak load based over-provisioning [3] , dy- 11 

namic topology reconfiguration for disaster avoidance and recovery 12 

[4] , etc. 13 

Network virtualization consists of computing node virtualiza- 14 

tion and communication link/path virtualization. This creates vir- 15 

tualized end-to-end networks on a Physical Network Infrastruc- 16 

ture (PNI). Virtual Machine (VM) virtualizes computing nodes or 17 
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network functions. For transport network virtualization, Software- 18 

Defined Networking (SDN) has become a prominent candidate for 19 

virtualizing communication links/paths. The key features of virtu- 20 

alization are isolation among virtualized entities i.e. VMs and Vir- 21 

tualized Links (VLs), and decoupling of software from hardware. 22 

Isolation among virtualized entities enables the coexistence of 23 

multiple Virtualized Networks (VNs) in the same PNI e.g. different 24 

generations of cellular networks [5] . The independence of software 25 

e.g. VM from the underlying hardware enables on-the-fly network 26 

creation, which takes years at present in physical network deploy- 27 

ments. The PNI is a static entity on top of which, VNs with differ- 28 

ent topologies, computing and link resources can be created, oper- 29 

ated and removed on demand. This enables faster network deploy- 30 

ment, reduces occupying resources when not necessary, and thus 31 

improves resource usage efficiency of a PNI to maximize revenue. 32 

Such decoupling between software and hardware also enable VMs 33 

and VLs migration [6] . Such characteristics can be used to migrate 34 

critical network facilities, when virtualized, to safer location during 35 

natural disasters. 36 

Such automated and on-demand VN generation can be per- 37 

formed by Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) techniques. A VNE 38 

request consists of a VN topology, necessary computing and link 39 

resources e.g. number of VMs per computing node in the requested 40 

topology, link Bandwidth (BW), delay and other requirements. A 41 
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VNE algorithm then finds out the best possible mapping i.e. em- 42 

bedding solution of such requests on a PNI. VNE is an NP-hard 43 

problem [7] . Many heuristics have been proposed with a view to 44 

finding a workable polynomial time solution. A major drawback is 45 

that network protection aspects are largely absent in the existing 46 

solutions. Many schemes are available for path protection in the 47 

form of multi-path redundancy. However, site e.g. datacenter pro- 48 

tection schemes are not available. Network paths are stateless and 49 

if paths are lost, service does become unavailable. However, it does 50 

not destroy user or operational data. If a site is destroyed, uncount- 51 

able amount of user and network operation data are lost. In this 52 

paper, a site refers to a datacenter or cloud, consisting of a collec- 53 

tion of physical servers. Sites are assumed to be geographically dis- 54 

tributed i.e. a Telecom operator or a service provider has multiple 55 

such sites in a country, connected by a core transport network. In 56 

this paper, we consider such sites hosting telecom node functions 57 

[2] in the form of VMs, which require high service availability. For 58 

modeling purposes, a site is sometimes referred to as a site node 59 

which is an abstraction of the whole site to a single network node 60 

providing computational and storage resources. 61 

In this paper, we propose a polynomial time VNE algorithm for 62 

telecom operators site protection. Our objective is to design a solu- 63 

tion which can provide protection for all sites in an operators net- 64 

work [8] . There is no less critical site for an operator, who is bound 65 

by regulatory constraint on service availability of 99.999% (five 9s). 66 

This results in a downtime of around 5 min a year [9] . The conven- 67 

tional 1 + 1 protection scheme employed by the Telecom operators 68 

is based on such a constraint. Unlike the available site protection 69 

schemes which address a single-site failure at a time, our objec- 70 

tive is to provide solution for simultaneous multiple-site failures. 71 

Therefore, our aim is to develop a VNE algorithm which provides 72 

a 1 + 1 redundancy to all Telecom sites so that any number of site 73 

failures can be recovered without service interruption. This comes 74 

from our experience with the earthquake/tsunami in March 2011 75 

in Japan, where Telecom operators experienced large-scale network 76 

failures over a prolonged period of time. We explicitly do not ad- 77 

dress path protection in this paper because of the availability of 78 

in-depth research in this area which has resulted in a number of 79 
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telco-grade 1 + 1 protection scheme for all Telecom sites. The con- 108 

sequent evaluation of switching mechanism to backup sites during 109 

failures is an important item to further evaluate the efficiency of 110 

our proposed solution in practical network operations, and we in- 111 

tend to address this in our future work. 112 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 dis- 113 

cusses related work. Section 3 presents our network model and 114 

formulates the VNE problem mathematically. In Section 4 , we 115 

present our site-protection VNE algorithm, and provide evaluation 116 

results in Section 5 . In Section 6 we discuss how to use such VNE 117 

algorithms in a Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) context. 118 

Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary and areas for fu- 119 

ture exploration. 120 

2. Related work 121 

ViNEYard [7] proposes VNE algorithms where node mapping 122 

is coordinated with link mapping. Here, VNE is formulated as 123 

Mixed Integer Linear Program (MIP). As MIP is computationally in- 124 

tractable, they relax the integer constraints to obtain a Linear Pro- 125 

gram (LP) which can be solved in polynomial time. However, they 126 

use location as a requesting parameter in a VNE request. This limits 127 

the embedding location of a VNE request. It potentially overloads a 128 

certain locality of a physical network infrastructure whereas other 129 

parts of the infrastructure may remain underutilized. They also use 130 

Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) which embeds a virtual link over 131 

multiple physical paths by path splitting, thus increasing the suc- 132 

cess rate of a VNE. However, path splitting is not supported in real 133 

commercial public network. Routers do not keep multiple paths to 134 

a certain destination and even if they do, they do not use them si- 135 

multaneously for the same session. Besides, sending packets of the 136 

same session over multiple paths leads to packet reordering prob- 137 

lem in the end host, as different packets arrives in a different order 138 

due to different lengths of the paths. Packets out of sequence are 139 

usually discarded. 140 

Authors in [10] propose two Fault-Tolerant VN Embedding (FTE) 141 

approaches. These are FTE-PP for protection in the physical layer 142 

and, FTELP for protection in the logical or VN layer. The FTE-PP 143 
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Co
h protection schemes [18–22] . We do address link embedding 

this paper to the extent of the correlation between link em- 

ding and node embedding to improve the overall VNE perfor- 

nce. Correlation between node embedding and link embedding 

argely absent in existing VNE methods, where a two-step ap- 

ach is adopted – first, selection of the nodes, then discovery of 

hs among the selected nodes to embed the requested links. In 

h approaches, a node having sufficient computational resources 

 not sufficient link resources can be selected as potential candi- 

e to embed a virtual node. Such nodes are discarded in the sec- 

 step where the link embedding algorithm discards such nodes 

h insufficient bandwidth. To avoid this inefficiency, we only se- 

t those nodes that have sufficient ingress/egress link bandwidth 

ost the consequent VLs. This correlation between node and link 

bedding is also an originality of our proposal. 

The scope of this paper is to propose a polynomial time heuris- 

VNE for Telecom site protection, where a backup site is explic- 

 found for each site in a VNE request. Our objective is to put 
ward an efficient VNE which achieves the above but with higher 

ource usage efficiency compared to existing solutions. We re- 

ct ourselves to the theoretical evaluation of the VNE algorithm 

lf in terms of its success rate, and how much network resources 

 VNE solution consumes. In this paper, we do not address the 

 recovery procedure i.e. exactly when and how a primary site 

witched over to a backup site. Such decision depends on tele- 

 operators operational principles, as well as the particular node 

kup mechanism involved (e.g. hot standby). In this paper, our 

ective is to ensure that a backup site is found which realizes a 

mu 62 
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vides two protection paths for each link, and focuses on mini- 1

ing the backup resources necessary for such redundancy. FTE- 1

augments a VN topology with redundant resources so that a 1

 survives physical link/node failure by using the redundant re- 1

rces. In our proposal, we provide 1 + 1 backup for a site. How- 1

r, it does not necessarily mean that the backup sites cannot 1

used for other purposes in the absence of a failure in the pri- 1

ry site e.g., allocating to low priority services. In [10] , the au- 1

rs assume that the substrate network (PIP) is not operational 1

the time. The authors re-emphasize our statement that although 1

re are numerous physical link protection schemes available, lit- 1

work has been done on node failure protection. 1

However, in this work, the node mapping and the link map- 1

g remains uncorrelated which, as demonstrated by the authors 1

7] , leads to suboptimal VNEs as well as extra complexity for the 1

bedding process itself. The most significant difference between 1

 research presented in [10] and our solution is that the authors 1

[10] , like most other related work, assume that there are no si- 1

ltaneous multiple node or link failures. Our solution is entirely 1

ed on the assumption that there are indeed cases where simul- 1

eously multiple nodes/sites fail, e.g. during large scale natural 1

asters. The proposal in [10] solely focuses on protection against 1

gle-node or link failure. 1

Authors in [11] propose a heuristic Virtual Network Embedding 1
hniques that increase the survivability of the embedded virtual 168 

work by means of node migration and link remapping. They 169 

 the Artificial bee colony algorithm to achieve optimal Virtual 170 

work Embedding. When a node fails (a node is a site in the 171 

lco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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context of our proposal), it is migrated to a normal node. Aft

that, affected links are all remapped by using the shortest pa

algorithm. However, as mentioned before, a mobile Telecom ne

work which is the primary focus of this work, has a service ava

ability requirement of five 9s. Searching for a new node after t

failure and then migrating a heavy telco node virtual machine r

quires significant time [12] . To meet telecom service availability r

quirements that are also regulatory, we not only prepare a back

node beforehand, but also prepare it at a reasonable network d

tance so that switching over to the backup node once the prima

node fails could be done within Telecom service availability r

quirements. For voice service, fail-over needs to be performed 

less than a second. 

Authors in [13] propose a reliability-aware heuristic VN embe

ding algorithm, where they try to minimize the over-provisioni

of network resources necessary for such reliability, in other wo

redundancy. They assume a heterogeneous failure rate for differe

elements in the Physical Network Infrastructure (PNI), which, w

believe, is a realistic assumption. They then calculate the over

reliability based on the heterogeneity of the PNI elements. In th

model, a VNE request comes with its reliability requirement whi

needs to be met during the VNE process. However, as the autho

themselves point out, measuring the reliability of a VN is a daun

ing task. To reduce the problem space, they define protectio

domains where, failure of one element in the domains leads 

the failure of the whole domain. Such clustering reduces the num

ber of elements needed to be considered in order to measure t

overall reliability of a VN. However, while performing the VNE ta

ing the overall required reliability of a requested VN, this propo

uses Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF), which we consider unrealis

in real network operation (see Section 1 ). 

Authors in [14] consider regional disasters to be of stochas

nature and incorporate this when they perform VNE for improv

reliability. They estimate risk values for different regions and co

sequently perform the VNE with such risk-awareness. We consid

this work very suitable to disaster-prone regions like Japan whe

strong earthquakes are frequent. As explained in detail in Secti

4.1 , our backup site mapping considers a network distance fro

the primary site to its backup site so that both do not fail simu

taneously. The proposal in [14] could be an efficient way to defi

such network distance so that the primary and backup sites are n

mapped in the same failure region e.g. continental plates. Howev

we generalize this aspect rather than explicitly focus on disaste

prone regions so that our scheme could be used in any arbitra

site failure scenario. 

Authors in [15] address the topic of this paper i.e. survivab

VN design by means of protection against site node (‘facility nod

in their term) failure. They propose two heuristic schemes whi

extend the target VN for redundancy during embedding, and th

improve resource usage efficiency by enabling resource sharing b

tween primary and backup sites. The Extended Virtual Netwo

(EVN) approach before embedding taken in [15] is similar to o

approach where we extend the requested VN first for our obje

tive of simultaneous multiple site failure protection. However, th

work purely focuses on recovery from a single site node failure a

proposes a resource efficient way to design an N + 1 VN topolo

( N is the number of site nodes in the original VNE request). T

proposed scheme in [15] will fail to provide protection during 

multaneous multiple site failures, which is the main focus of o

work. 

Authors in [16] assume a flexible optical grid transport pla

which is controlled by a Software Defined Network (SDN) co

troller. The controller takes a VNE decision, and performs the em

bedding to realize link protection and node (‘site’ in our contex

protection. However, they consider a shared protection schem

which reduces resource consumption necessary for redundancy 
Please cite this article as: A. Khan et al., Virtual Network Embedding 
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the expense of the number of failures the system could recov

from. From the node perspective, a node, which has sufficient r

sources to backup all other nodes, is selected as the shared backu

Creating such resource-heavy single site in a Telecom network is

formidable task. Further, the authors in [16] consider a particu

transport network topology i.e. optical grid, whereas we do not r

strict ourselves to any particular topology. Our network model

sufficiently robust to accommodate any present, as well as futu

network topology that could appear due to the flexibility provid

by network virtualization. 

Authors in [17] present a heuristic VNE algorithm which tak

into account the substrate node reliability awareness during t

embedding process. In their proposal, they first rank the substra

network nodes based on their reliability and resource load. Th

then chose the high ranking nodes to optimize reliability again

resource consumption. However, the focus remains on minimiz

tion of node resource consumption rather than redundancy for fa

ure recovery. The proposed scheme relies on the high reliabil

value of a chosen substrate node. In real-life network operatio

all nodes fail—highly reliable or not. Besides, highly reliable nod

cannot avoid failure in natural disasters which is our focus area f

improved protection and reliability. 

Including the works presented above, most network protecti

and service availability schemes aim at optimizing network redu

dancy against resource consumption. This leads to an N + K pr

tection scheme where N > K. Here, N is the number of site nod

in the requested VN, and K is number of backup sites for N s

nodes. Our proposal is an explicitly N + N protection scheme whi

is a telco service requirement. And, an N + N protection schem

can always be reduced to an N + K protection scheme without a

added complexity, but not vice versa. Extending an N + K prote

tion scheme to an N + N protection scheme is not straightforwa

If executed along the lines of the conventional approach describ

in Section 4 , it becomes very inefficient from the point of view 

resource consumption, as would be shown in Section 5 of this p

per. The motivation to develop a robust N + N protection scheme

further underlined by this issue. 

In the existing literature, link protection schemes have been e

haustively investigated. Our focus in this paper is not on link pr

tection; rather, the protection of high-availability Telco-sites, whi

hold data of millions of customers per-site. Existing link-protecti

schemes [ 18 – 20 ] can be readily used with our scheme to reali

link protection. However, in relation to multiple simultaneous li

failures, we present two recent works which can become use

under such failure scenarios. 

Authors in [21] confirm our finding that a live migration-bas

protection scheme would not suffice to limit the service downtim

to below a reasonable value [9] . They propose Opportunistic R

silience Embedding (ORE) which proactively maps a virtual link 

multiple physical paths for protection reasons. They also have a r

active step which tries to recover the lost capacity after a failu

Although we do not explicitly address link protection, but rath

try to minimize link resource consumption during a VNE proce

mapping a virtual link to multiple substrate paths will consum

substantially more link resources than in our scheme. However, 

the path redundancy level is quite high, ORE [18] can be a su

able technique to recover from multiple simultaneous link failur

In our view, this proposal can fit very well with ours where w

ensure simultaneous multiple site failures, whereas this scheme

used to recover from simultaneous multiple link failures, both 

which are observed during large scale natural disasters. 

The work presented in [22] provides a modeling scheme f

VNE, where the link availability constraints are added to the lin

in a VNE request. As VNE is an NP-hard problem, authors 

[22] present a heuristic which meets the link availability requir

ment in a VNE request. The heuristic selects multiple physic
for telco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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lated work Features 

Link-node correlated 

embedding 

No path splitting 

iNEYard [7] Yes No 

E [10] No Yes 
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liability aware [13] No No 

gion failure [14] Yes Yes 

rvivable VN [15] Yes No 

ptical grid [16] No Yes 

lected protection [17] No Yes 

ur proposal Yes Yes 

hs, where the total availability over all the selected physical 

hs can meet the requested availability of one VL. Thus, one VL, 

ending on the physical links it is being mapped on, can have 

ltiple backup paths. This is a realistic approach in ensuring link 

ure recovery as the conventional 1 + 1 link protection may not 

ce if the underlying physical links availability values are too 

. 

In Table 1 , we present a summary of the related body of work 

using on the research that explicitly mentions site protection. 

our view, the link protection schemes can be used with most 

 protection schemes. Table 1 clearly positions our proposal and 

ws its scope compared to other relevant work. The higher num- 

s of ‘ Yes’ shows the proximity to our work in this paper. Proac- 

 approach refers to the case where a protection scheme is de- 

mined and deployed beforehand. Table 1 should be viewed in 

junction with the detailed comparison provided above. 

Modeling and problem formulation 

In future commercial networks, a VNE request will come from 

irtual Network Operator (VNO) which wishes to provide ser- 

e using the PNI. Fig. 1 a shows an operational structure [5] of 

 process. Operators Network Operation System will receive such 

E requests, and embed them in the PNI. The PNI consists of two 

ponents: the sites and the core transport network. A site here 

 datacenter/cloud (shown as a cloud in Fig. 1 a), consisting of 

erous physical server machines. These sites are geographically 

tributed over a large area e.g. a country, and the core trans- 

t network provides connectivity among these sites. We envi- 

n that the sites with computation and storage capabilities can 

used to host services like 3GPP core network nodes/functions, 

. MME, S/P-GW, etc., which can be deployed in the form of VMs 

physical machines. Such mobile core nodes are conventionally 

loyed in a geographically distributed way to perform mobility 

nagement and user plane aggregation closer to mobile users. 

on a particular VN embedding request, these mobile core net- 

rk nodes are embedded in the PNI. The graphical interpretation 

the scenario explained above is shown in Fig. 1 b. The Telecom 

s in Fig. 1 a are modeled as single-site nodes in Fig. 1 b. The 

bers shown in Fig. 1 b beside these represent their capacity, 

h as the number of VMs this site can accommodate at the mo- 

nt, or the number of physical machines available etc. The core 

nsport network consists of switching nodes and links connect- 

 the site nodes. Links can be specified by their BW limitation 

 delay ( d ) values. 

 Network model 

The entire PNI can be modeled as a graph G p = ( V p , E p ) , where 

and E p represent the set of vertices/nodes and the set of links 

hin the PNI, respectively. We use | V p | to denote the number of 
ease cite this article as: A. Khan et al., Virtual Network Embedding for te
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es in the set of V p . We use n i p to refer to a node with ID i which 3

ongs to set V p , ∀ n i p ∈ V p . A link between node i and j is given by 3

 i, j ) , and ∀ e p ∈ E p . The adjacency matrix of G p is given by A p , 3

ich is a | V p | × | V p | matrix. If there is an incident link between 3

e i and j , A p ( i, j ) = 1 ; otherwise, A p ( i, j ) = 0 . A bidirectional 3

ph is assumed in this work, hence A p ( i, j ) = A p ( j, i ) . A path 3

m source node i and destination node j is denoted as p( i → j ) , 3

ich is the collection of the links along the path. The path length 3

iven by | p( i → j ) | . i and j̄ r epr esent a set of sour ces and desti- 3

ions, hence p( ̄i → j̄ ) is the set of paths containing all the com- 3

ations of the sources and destinations. P p represents the set of 3

the feasible paths within G p . Therefore, if the source and desti- 3

ion are physical nodes ( ∀ n i p , n 
j 
p ∈ V p ), then the notation p(i → j) 3

resents a physical path, which can be represented as p(i → j) ∈ 3

The set of switching nodes within the core transport network 3

given by V s and the set of site nodes are represented as V r , 3

ce we have V p = V s ∪ 

V r on condition that V s ∩ 

V r = φ. Node ca- 3

ity is specified by a ×| V p | array C p , in which, the capacity of 3

e i is C p (i ) . The link BW is specified by a | V p | × | V p | matrix B p . 3

 a link e p ( i, j ) ∈ E p , its available BW is given by B p ( i, j ) . The 3

ilable BW on a path p( i → j ) is denoted by f 
i → j 
p , the value of 3

ich is limited by the intermediate link that has the minimum 3

 as f 
i → j 
p = min ( B p (i, v 1 ) , ... B p ( v | p(i → j) |−1 , j)) , where v i for ∀ i ∈ 3

 | p(i → j) | − 1 ] , is an intermediate node on the path. 3

. Virtual Network Embedding request 3

The VNE request can come in different granularities. If a VNO 3

oses to operate its virtual network at router level and above, it 3

 send a request in that detail. As this work is about site pro- 3

tion, we assume that a VNO sends its embedding request at site 3

nularity. A VNE request consists of VN nodes and links, which 3

 also be represented by an undirected graph G v = ( V v , E v ) with 3

acency matrix A v . Beside the VN topology, the VNE request also 3

vides the requirement constraints in terms of node capacity C v , 3

 BW B v and delay limits D v . Delay can be defined by round trip 3

e (RTT) or hop count. We assume that the dominant factor of 3

ay is the processing time when packets pass through a switch- 3

 node, hence we use hop count as a parameter to model delay. 3

. 1 b provides an example of a VNE request, which consists of 3

r nodes with capacity, link BW, and delay requirements. Once 3

NE request arrives, it will be mapped to the PNI, which means 3

t a number of site nodes will be selected within the PNI, and 3

 bandwidth among the site nodes will be reserved for hosting 3

vice and communication purposes. 3

To host Telecom services like 3GPP core network nodes in VNs, 3

rier-grade availability is compulsory. The embedded VNs should 3

survivable and recoverable from any number of simultaneous 3

 failures. Providing 1 + 1 backup for all the sites is one solu- 3

 to achieve this required high availability. Therefore, along with 3
lco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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Fig. 1. VN

one primary site, one backup site is also needed for mapping a V

node. The backup site can be hot-standby and the running servi

states are synchronized between the primary and backup sites 

all times, hence the backup site can take over the service immed

ately without interruption when the primary site goes down. Ho

ever, the backup mechanism is out of the scope of this work. 

this paper, we focus on how to select and inter-connect the back

and primary sites . 

3.3. Problem formulation 

The VNE problem can be considered as a process with tw

stages: VN node mapping and VN link mapping. In the first stag

VN nodes are mapped to site nodes in the PNI using functi

M n : V v �→ V r . In order to achieve 1 + 1 site protection for VN nod

a primary site node n 
i p 
r and a backup site node n 

i b 
r are selected t
Please cite this article as: A. Khan et al., Virtual Network Embedding 
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est embedding. 

gether for VN node mapping: 

M n (n 

i 
v ) = 

{
n 

i p 
r , n 

i b 
r 

}
, ∀ n 

i 
v ∈ V v , ∀ n 

i p 
r , n 

i b 
r ∈ V r , n 

i p 
r 	 = n 

i b 
r 

(

In the second stage, the feasible paths between all the mapp

site nodes are established by using function M 1 : E v → P P , whe

M l ( e v (i, j)) = p( M n (n 

i 
v ) �→ M n (n 

j 
v )) , ∀ n 

i 
v , n 

j 
v ∈ V v (

To guarantee the seamless service migration in the site failu

scenario, for instance for a VNE request with two nodes and o

link as shown in Fig. 2 a, we have to explicitly search for two p

mary and two backup nodes, and six links between all the prima

and backup nodes to enable 1 + 1 site protection as illustrated 

Fig. 2 b. This would be the conventional method to handle 1 + 1 s

protection. Hence, the total required BW to embed one VN link

the summation of the reserved BW on all six links. The requir
for telco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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Fig. 2. 1 + 1 site protection illustration. 

backup BW for the path between the primary and backup nodes 425 

might be fewer than the requested BW on the primary path, which 426 

depends on the selected backup mechanism as we mentioned be- 427 

fore, or the explicit request from the VNO. For analysis simplicity, 428 

we assume that the required backup BW is the same as the re- 429 

quested BW for the primary path. M l ( e v ( i, j ) ) defined in ( 2 ) is a 430 

path set with two kinds of paths: data communication path set 431 

M 

c 
l 
( e v (i, j)) and backup path set M 

b 
l 
( e v ( i, j ) ) where M 

c 
l 
( e v (i, j)) = 432 

{ p( i p → j p ) , p( i b → j b ) , p( i p → j b ) , p( i b → j p ) } and M 

c 
l 
( e v ( i, j ) ) = 433 

{ p( i p → i b ) , p( j p → j b ) } . The VNE request embedding issue can be 434 

formulated as an optimization problem as following: 435 

Objective: 436 

min 

∑ 

e v (i, j) ∈ E v 
B v (i, j) 

( ∑ 

p(x → y ) ∈ M 

c 
l 
( e v (i, j)) 

| p(x → y ) | 

+ 

∑ 

p(x → y ) ∈ M 

b 
l 
( e v (i, j)) 

| p(x → y ) | 
⎞ 

⎠ (3) 

Resource constraints: 437 

C v (i ) ≤ min ( C r ( i p ) , C r ( i b ) ) , ∀ n 

i p 
r , n 

i b 
r ∈ V r (4) 

438 

f 
i p → j b 
p ≥

| V v | ∑ 

j =1 , j 	 = i 
B v (i, j) , ∀ n 

i 
v , n 

j 
v ∈ V v (5) 

439 

f x → y 
p ≥ B v (i, j) , p(x → y ) ∈ M 

c 
l ( e v (i, j)) (6) 

440 

| p(x → y ) | ≤ D v (i, j) , p(x → y ) ∈ M 

c 
l ( e v (i, j)) (7) 

441 

∑ 

e v (i,

( ∑ 

B v (i, j) 1 p(x → y ) ( e p (u, v ) ) 

+

442 

x i, j

443 

x i, i p

4 4 4 

x u v ∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ n 

u 
p , n 

v 
p ∈ V p , ∀ e p (u, v ) ∈ E p (11) 

445 ∑ 

i : e p (i,k ) ∈ E p 
x ik −

∑ 

j : e p (k, j ) ∈ E p 
x k j 

= 

{ −1 , k = s, n 

s 
r ∈ V r 

1 , k = d, n 

d 
r ∈ V r 

0 , n 

k 
s ∈ V s 

, p(s → d) ∈ P p (12) 

Eq. (4) represents the capacity constraint from a VNE request, 446 

which means that the selected primary and backup site nodes 447 

should have sufficient capacity to host it. Eq. (5) is the BW con- 448 

straint for the path between the primary and backup site nodes, 449 

which are mapped from VNE node i . It implies that the reserved 450 

BW for this path is the summation of all the incoming and outgo- 451 

ing traffic from VN node i . Eqs. (6) and ( 7 ) are the BW and delay 452 

constraints for the communication paths. Eq. (8) implies that the 453 

total BW of all the flows passing through the physical link u → v is 454 

limited by its available BW B p ( u, v ) , in which 1 A (a ) is an indicator 455 

function and 1 A (a ) = 1 if a ∈ A , otherwise, 1 A (a ) = 0 . 456 

In Eq. (9) , x i, j is a binary variable, which is 1 if site node j 457 

is selected as a primary or a backup node for VN node i . Oth- 458 

erwise, it is zero. Eq. (10) ensures that one site node can only 459 

accommodate one VN node (primary or backup) for one VNE re- 460 

quest. ˜ x u v introduced in Eq. (11) is also a binary variable which is 461 

equal to the indicator function 1 p( x → y ) ( e p ( u, v ) ) defined in Eq. (8) . 462 

Eq. (12) limits that, for all the intermediate switching nodes on the 463 

path p( s → d ) , the number of incoming links is equal to the num- 464 

ber of outgoing links. 465 

4. Our proposal: VNE for telco site protection 466 

As mentioned in the previous section, we aim to realize the 467 

telc 68 

site 69 

qui 70 

ma 71 

bac 72 

any 73 

tive 74 

req 75 

76 

wit 77 

the 78 

on 79 

dat 80 

is s 81 

wh 82 

req 83 

via 84 

Pl

Co
j) ∈ E v p(x → y ) ∈ M 

c 
l 
( e v (i, j)) 

 

∑ 

p(x → y ) ∈ M 

b 
l 
( e v (i, j)) 

V v ∑ 

j =1 , j 	 = i 
B v (i, j) 1 p(x → y ) ( e p (u, v ) ) 

⎞ 

⎠ ≤ B p (u, v ) 

(8) 

Node and link constraints: 

 

∈ { 0 , 1 } , ∀ n 

i 
v ∈ V v , ∀ n 

j 
v ∈ V r (9) 

 

= 1 , x i, i b = 1 , 

| V v | ∑ 

j =1 , j 	 = i 
x j, i p = 0 

and 

| V v | ∑ 

x j, i b = 0 (10) 
j =1 , j 	 = i 
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o-grade 1 + 1 protection scheme for all Telecom sites. 1 + 1 4

 protection is expensive in terms of bandwidth because the re- 4

red bandwidth is not only reserved from the primary to pri- 4

ry sites, but also the path between primary to backup, and 4

kup to backup sites. This is implemented in order to handle 4

 number of primary site failures. Therefore, our main objec- 4

 is to reduce the bandwidth consumption to embed the VNE 4

uests. 4

At first, we select potential candidate site nodes in the PNI 4

h enough resources to accommodate the requested nodes. In 4

 second step, we form primary-backup site node pairs based 4

a predefined network distance between them. Once such candi- 4

e pairs for each VN node have been selected, the problem space 4

ignificantly reduced. Then, we embed the links among the pairs 4

ich satisfy both the BW and delay requirements from the VNE 4

uest. Multiple candidate pairs provide the flexibility to find out 4

ble paths and optimize BW consumption. 4
lco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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4.1. Primary-backup pair searching 485 

We consider all computing and storage resources (physi- 486 

cal/virtual machines) connected to the same access router as one 487 

logical site node. Therefore, we model the PNI in such a way that 488 

each switching node does not attach more than one site node. To 489 

realize a 1 + 1 protection scheme, a VN node needs to be mapped 490 

to two site nodes to form a primary-backup pair. If these two sites 491 

are connected to the same ingress/egress router, their network dis- 492 

tance would be 2 hops. We consider this an unsuitable scenario 493 

where the primary and backup sites can reside very close to each 494 

other and increase the possibility of both being affected during 495 

large-scale disasters. Therefore, we propose that the distance be- 496 
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so 522 
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in 535 

ts 536 

re 537 

he 538 

er 539 

ed 540 
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on 542 

irs 543 

te 544 

 i , 545 

All 546 

by 547 

V i 
pb 

= 

⋃ n i 
x =1 

{ i p x , i b x } where i p x and i b x represents the primary and 548 

backup nodes from the x t h 

th candidate pair respectively. Primary 549 

and backup nodes can be randomly decided within the primary- 550 

backup pairs or based on their capacity. For instance, a node with 551 

higher capacity is the primary node. We assume that each site 552 

node can only be mapped to one VN node within one VNE re- 553 

quest. Therefore, after establishing V i 
pb 

, all the nodes within V i 
pb 

are 554 

reduced from the site nodes as V r = V r ∩ ( V i 
pb 

) c , where ( V i 
pb 

) c is the 555 

absolute complement of V i 
pb 

. 

Algorithm 1 

PBPS algorithm pseudo-code. Q4 

556 
es 557 

es 558 

hs 559 

th 560 

e- 561 

of 562 

in 563 

564 

565 

he 566 

I. 567 

ed 568 

e 569 

s- 570 

ed 571 

N 572 

nd 573 

he 574 

or 575 

m, 576 

ed 577 

all 578 

th 579 
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ot 581 
tween the primary and its backup site is at least 3 hops. Moreov

we limit the path length between the primary and backup s

nodes by a threshold d th , with a view to make sure that prima

and backup sites are not too far away from each other. Hen

we have one more constraint for objective ( 3 ): For a candida

primary-backup pair of VN node i , we have, 

3 ≤ | p( i p → i b ) | ≤ d th (1

The primary-backup node distance constraint d th is a netwo

operational parameter which can be determined by a VNO. In o

der to geographically distribute primary and backup sites, a back

site node can also be considered even though the path length b

tween the primary-backup pair is longer than d th . However, a lar

value of primary-backup pair path length may increase the com

munication cost for service backup to achieve site protection a

network downtime during migration from primary to backup sit

due to a longer network distance. It should be noted that d th 

not a compulsory constraint and our proposed VNE algorithm c

work without it. However, we believe that ( 13 ) helps in keeping

primary-backup pairs at the right distance. In practice, a Teleco

operator knows how its PNI is deployed and what could be t

right distance between a primary-backup pair. The operator c

then use ( 13 ) to reflect the desirable distance in the VNE proce

or can advertise to a VNF. We will perform detailed investigati

on ( 13 ) in our future work. In this paper, we assume distance 

routing hops. 

Searching all the candidate primary-backup pairs for all t

VN nodes takes up time and computing resources, and is al

unnecessary especially for a large scale PNI. Greedy node ma

ping algorithm is applied here for primary and backup site nod

mapping. For a VN node i , its capacity requirement is C v (i ) a

its BW requirement is the summation of the BW required fro

all its incident links 
∑ | V v | 

j =1 , j 	 =i 
B v ( i, j ) . We first sort the VN nod

according to their required capacity in decreasing order as V v

{ n 1 c v , n 
2 c 
v , . . . n 

| V v | c 
v } and use this sequence to map the VN nodes 

the site nodes in the PNI. The rationale behind this is that it

more difficult to embed a node with a high capacity requireme

than a low capacity VN node. Site nodes with sufficient capac

are considered as candidates for VN node mapping and any tw

candidate site nodes form a candidate primary-backup pair. Ho

ever, searching the optimized primary-backup pair is complex 

terms of computing resource and time. Geographical constrain

could be added to assist site node selection as in [7] , but they a

not considered here due to space constraints. We simply limit t

number of selected site nodes per each VN node by a fixed numb

n nm 

(e.g. n nm 

= 5 ). In the next step, the candidate pairs are sort

according to the hop count in an increasing order. If several pa

have the same hop count, the pair with higher capacity is put 

top of the pair with lower capacity. We choose the first n th pa

as the selected primary-backup pairs. If the number of candida

pairs is smaller than n th , all the pairs are selected. For a VN node

it then has n i candidate primary-backup pairs, where n i ≤ n th . 

the site nodes in the candidate primary-backup pairs is given 
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1: procedure PBPS ( G p , G v ) 

2: l ns ← sort V v (according to site capacity in decreasing order) 

3: for x ← 1 , | V v || V v | do 

4: l nm ← φ

5: i ′ ← l ns (x ) 

6: for all n i r ∈ V r do 

7: if C r (i ) ≥ C v ( i ′ ) then 

8: l nm ← l nm ∪ i 
9: end if 

10: if | l nm | == n nm then 

11: break 

12: end if 

13: end for 

14: if | l nm | == 0 then 

15: PBPS Fails 

16: end if 

17: r ← 1 , l pb (x ) = φ

18: for i ← 1 , | l nm | , | l nm | do 

19: for j ← i , | l nm || l nm | do 

20: if ≤ | p( l nm (i ) → l nm ( j) ) | ≤ d th then 

21: l pb (x ) ← l pb (x ) ∪ { l nm (i ) , l nm ( j) } 
22: end if 

23: if | l pb (x ) | == n th then 

24: break 

25: end if 

26: end for 

27: end for 

28: end for 

29: end procedure 

The searching of primary-backup pairs for the rest of VN nod

continues within the updated set of V r until all the VN nod

form their own primary-backup pair sets. Primary-backup pat

are found in this step as described above. By combining them wi

the primary-primary paths, we ensure a complete connectivity b

tween all nodes in two primary-backup pairs. The pseudo code 

this Primary-Backup Pair Searching (PBPS) algorithm is shown 

Algorithm 1. 

4.2. VN link embedding 

After selecting the primary-backup pairs for the VN nodes, t

VN links between VN nodes are mapped to the paths on the PN

(a) Link embedding based on link degree: VN links are mapp

sequentially based on the node degree of the VN nodes. First, w

sort the VN nodes according to their node degrees in the decrea

ing order V v = { n 1 l v , n 
2 l 
v , . . . , n 

i l 
v , . . . , n 

| V v | l 
v } . The VN links are mapp

from higher node degree VN nodes to lower node degree V

nodes. We assume that the node degree of VN node i is k a

the node IDs of its neighbors are denoted as i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k . All t

VN links that pass through the same VN node, e.g. e v ( i, i x ) f

∀ x ∈ [ 1 , k ] , have the same priority for mapping. In our algorith

we sort i x in increasing order and map e v ( i, i x ) using the sort

neighbor sequence. In the next step, the shortest paths between 

the candidate pairs are established. Constraint-based Shortest Pa

First (CSPF) [23] can be used to determine the path with sufficie

BW between all pairs. If the path length of a candidate pair cann
for telco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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isfy ( 13 ), this pair is removed from the candidate pair set. For a 

tain VN node, the BW constraint for its primary-backup pair is 

 summation BW of all links passing through this VN node. 

This has two effects. Firstly, it correlates the node embedding 

h the link embedding. There is no point of selecting a node 

the candidate which only has enough node capacity but not 

ugh BW for ingress/egress links. Secondly, we only establish 

mary-primary paths in the PNI for inter VN node link embed- 

g which is explained below. 

(b) Joint embedding of primary and backup paths: Using the con- 

tional 1 + 1 site protection approach as shown in Fig. 2 b, a 

sh needs to be created among primary and backup nodes to en- 

e connectivity during any number of site failures. For example, 

 the VNE request of two connected nodes of A and B, in the con- 

tional approach, we need to find out A and B, their respective 

kup nodes A’ and B’ and then interconnect all four of these. In 

 approach, we only connect the primary-backup pairs A –A’ and 

’ , and then we connect the primary nodes A–B, as shown in 

. 2 c. 

This way, we reuse a part of the primary-primary path to en- 

e connectivity among all 4 nodes if both A and B fail simul- 

eously or if one of them fails. The rationale behind this is, 

he primary and backup sites are not too far away from each 

er (which would perform badly for backup data synchroniza- 

 and migration-based switch over), the paths between two pri- 

ry nodes and their backups would overlap for a large section. 

refore, to map two VN nodes, identifying three paths would 

ce. If B fails, the path can be switched to B’ from the intersec- 

 point of A–B and B–B’ . Path searching between primary sites 

 standard routing problem, which can be solved by many exist- 

 shortest path algorithms [23] . Constraint-based Shortest Path 

t (CSPF) is used in this work for route discovery in the PN, in 

ich the required BW is the constraint. If the shortest path found 

his way does not meet the delay requirement, we conclude that 

er paths will not either. 

The conventional approach practically embeds the VNE request 

ce, and then connects the nodes in the primary network with 

es in the backup network in a mesh. Therefore, the number of 

hs ( P con ) for a VNE request G v = ( V v , E v ) in worst case would be, 

 

= 2 E v + 

2 V v (2 V v −1) 
2 . 

Contrary to this, in our scheme, we only find out the paths re- 

sted in a VNE request and additionally, the paths between the 

mary-backup pairs. Therefore, the number of paths ( P new 

) in our 

eme would be, P new 

= E v + V v , which is much smaller than P con 

en V v is large. 

Please note that a primary path is interchangeable with its 

kup path in our scheme. For two given primary-backup pairs, 

 path with minimum length can be chosen to work as the pri- 

ry path between these two pairs. 

(c) Embedded link adjustment: After mapping the VN nodes, the 

 link embedding process may not be successful in one trial. For 

tance, site nodes i and j are selected for VN node mapping, but 

re is no path that can be found between them after running 

F because of BW scarcity. If this scenario occurs during the VN 

 embedding process, instead of using the BW constraint, we 

 out all paths between site nodes i and j that meet the de- 

 constraint. We first take the shortest one and check if it over- 

s with any previously embedded paths. If there are overlapping 

s, we check if releasing the previously embedded path would 

p releasing enough BW to embed the current path. If not, we 

to the next shortest path between site nodes i and j , and do the 

e as above. If releasing the previously embedded path can help 

mbedding the current one, we release the previous one, embed 

 current VN link and re-embed the previous VN link as has been 

lained before. In order to avoid an algorithm loop, we mark all 

 overlapped links in the PNI. If further VN link embedding over- 
ease cite this article as: A. Khan et al., Virtual Network Embedding for te

mmunications (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2016.03.017 
Table 2 

Simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Physical node capacity [10 0, 30 0] 

Physical link bandwidth [10 0, 20 0] 

Node capacity in VNE request [ 1, 5] 

Link bandwidth in VNE request [ 1, 5] 

Number of nodes in VNE request [ 2, 5] 

Link delay limit in VNE request 10 hops 

Primary-backup node distance 4 hops 

Link probability in VNE request 0.5 

s on such marked links again, we exit the algorithm and declare 6

ilure. This is because releasing a previously embedded path go- 6

 through the marked links means that when re-embedding this 6

ased path, it wi ll have the same overlapping link(s), releasing 6

ich will take us into a loop. If all the paths satisfying delay con- 6

ints do not overlap with any previously embedded paths, path 6

rching fails, which means that there is no path available in the 6

I to meet the BW requirement. 6

. Algorithm complexity discussion 6

The algorithm complexity should be considered separately for 6

e selection and link selection. For node selection, let us sup- 6

e that there are m virtual nodes and n physical nodes, in which 6

 assume that there are cn resource node and (1 −c ) n switching 6

es. For each virtual node, we go through all possible resource 6

es (with linear complexity O ( n )), and for each selected resource 6

e, we run the shortest path search to find a backup (with 6

plexity O ( n 2 )). Therefore, the primary and backup site nodes 6

rching for one virtual node has the complexity of O ( n ) + O ( n 2 ), 6

ich is O ( n 2 ). For m virtual nodes, we have complexity m ×O ( n 2 ) 6

ich is O ( n 2 ) when m is a constant number. For link selection, 6

 proposed algorithm selects the shortest path between two pri- 6

ry nodes, therefore, it has the same complexity as the short- 6

 path searching algorithm i.e. O ( n 2 ). Thus, the summation of the 6

 parts is still O ( n 2 ) + O ( n 2 ), which makes the complexity of our 6

posed VNE algorithm O ( n 2 ) and thus, can be solved in polyno- 6

l time. 6

Performance evaluation 6

In this section, we provide the simulation-based evaluation re- 6

ts of our proposal against the conventional approach to achieve 6

 1 site protection. 6

 Simulation settings 6

(a) Physical network: To evaluate the performance of our al- 6

ithm, we have implemented a MATLAB based discrete event 6

ulator. We randomly generate | V s | switching nodes in a circu- 6

area to form the core transport network. Each switching node 6

ects the five closest neighbors in terms of distance as its di- 6

t neighbors. We also generate | V r | site nodes, which are ran- 6

ly attached to one of the switching nodes. Any two site nodes 6

not attach to the same switching node. The major simulation- 6

ted parameters are listed in Table 2 . The capacity and band- 6

th of each site node and switching node are uniformly dis- 6

uted within the range [10 0, 30 0] and [10 0, 20 0] respectively. 6

 capacity and bandwidth, we do not present any unit. For band- 6

th, it could be K/M/Gbps. It could also be the numbers of λ 6

an optical network. For capacity, the unit could range from the 6

ber of physical machines, or VMs possible to accommodate to 6

 numbers of CPU cores available. Network operators can decide 6

which granularity they want to perform capacity management. 6
lco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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tially by using our proposal and the conventional approach. If one 751 

VNE request can be embedded, its requested site node capacity 752 

and link bandwidth are reserved for this VNE request. Otherwise 753 

this VNE request is dropped. Fig. 3 a depicts the BW consumption 754 

for each VNE requests within one simulation run. A VNE request 755 

that is generated earlier is associated with a smaller sequence ID 756 

as shown in the X -axis in the figure. The Y -axis is the allocated 757 

BW within the PNI for each VNE request with backup solution. 758 

If a VNE request is rejected, the assigned BW is set to zero. The 759 

results shown in the figure indicate that our proposed algorithm 760 

consumes much less BW to embed a VNE request and it can also 761 

accept more VNE requests than the conventional algorithm due to 762 
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Table 3 

Comparison of best, conventional and our solution in terms of path 

length. 

Number of switching nodes 13 16 18 22 

Analytical model (best solution) 6 .86 7 .76 7 .44 8 .22 

Conventional approach 9 .3 9 .7 10 .06 10 .78 

New algorithm (our proposal) 9 .3 9 .7 10 .06 10 .78 

(b) VNE request: For one VNE request, the number of request

VN nodes is set to a fixed number 3, and the probability of conne

tivity between every two VN nodes is 0.5. If all the nodes with

the VNO graph are not connected via single or multiple hops, t

VNO graph is regenerated. The bandwidth and capacity requir

ments are uniformly distributed within the range [1, 5] . The d

lay limit for a VNE request is set to 10 hops. The path length lim

between a pair of primary and backup site nodes is 4 hops. T

number of selected primary and backup candidate pairs n th is s

to 1. 

5.2. Performance evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed 

gorithm to achieve 1 + 1 site protection. We simulate the arrival

VNE requests as discrete events. To test the maximum number 

VNE requests that can be embedded in a PNI, we do not define t

lifetime of a VNE request. Hence, once a VNE request is embedd

in the PNI, it will remain in the network for the rest of the sim

lation. For averaging, different number of iterations are perform

in different comparisons below. In general, 200 simulation runs a

used, unless specified otherwise, e.g. in (a) Overall comparison b

low, we use 50 iterations as it is highly time- consuming to sear

the whole problem space in order to find out the best solution. 

(a) Overall comparison: To evaluate the performance of our pr

posal, we use primary path length as an indicator which is t

summation of the hop counts from all the primary paths of a VN

request. We compare the results averaged over 50 iterations for t

heuristic, with the optimal results derived from exhaustive sear

over the whole problem space to find out all the primary-back

possibilities in the analytical model. The analytical model is bu

on the conventional approach, which requires full mesh betwe

all the primary and backup sites. In this study, the number of s

nodes is fixed to 10, and the number of switching nodes var

between 13 and 22. Table 3 shows the results ( in terms of pa

length ) obtained from different types of approach, where we com

pare the embedded primary path lengths of the three types of a

proach. What should be noticed is that, to compare the bandwid

consumption efficiency from different VNE solutions, we use t

same node mapping mechanism for primary-backup pair selecti

in both conventional and our proposed algorithms to eliminate t

influence from the VN node embedding. This is also the reas

why the primary path lengths for these two algorithms (conve

tional and our proposal) are the same as shown in Table 3 . T

optimal solutions are obtained by searching the complete proble

space, and they therefore indicate the results that are not only o

timized for node mapping but also for link mapping. The resu

from the analytical model are superior to the heuristic algorithm

but the required computing resources and computing time nece

sary to achieve so cannot be neglected. 

(b) Bandwidth consumption: As emphasized before, BW usage

one of the main metrics to evaluate the VNE algorithm efficien

Therefore, we compare the BW consumption for each VNE reque

by using both the conventional algorithm and our proposal. W

set up a PNI with 50 switching nodes and 20 site nodes. In o

der to test the overall capability of the PNI to host the VNs, with

one simulation run, we input 20 VNE requests to one PNI seque
Please cite this article as: A. Khan et al., Virtual Network Embedding 
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its better resource allocation efficiency. To gain better understan

ing about the algorithm performance, the simulation was repeat

200 times. For all the embedded VNE requests, the average B

consumption for the embedded VNE request with the same s

quence ID is shown in Fig. 3 b, which indicates that the conve

tional algorithm reserves around three times the BW compared 

our proposed algorithm. Moreover, the reserved BW while usi

the conventional algorithm has a higher fluctuation than our pr

posed algorithm. 

(c) Path length: Based on the same simulation setup describ

in the previous subsection, the total primary path length (pat

from primary site to primary site) and backup path length (pat

from backup site to backup site) has been investigated for ea

VNE request. The results are shown in Fig. 4 a. As shown in t

figure, for both conventional and our proposed algorithms, the p

mary path length is not always shorter than the backup leng

This is due to the fact that we setup the role of primary a

backup nodes (based on the site node capacities) before link em

bedding. Therefore, the primary path length is not necessar

shorter than the backup path. However, as mentioned before, p

mary sites can be selected based on the shorter path as well, 

primary and backup sites are interchangeable in our proposal. 

we can see, by using our proposed algorithm, the path length 

the backup path has a higher probability to be longer than the p

mary path. This phenomenon occurs because, after assigning t

primary backup pairs for a VNE request, we first select the sho

est path in the primary –primary site nodes which satisfies the B

requirement. By doing so, the primary path is always the op

mized solution. Due to the fact that our proposed algorithm tri

to reuse part of the primary path to reduce the bandwidth rese

vation for backup paths, the selection of backup paths might n

be optimized. This may result in longer backup path lengths th

the primary paths. In this work, we do not optimize the back

path length. During a failure and the consequent site switchov

the path to the backup PNI node could be optimized step by ste

In such cases, a new primary backup site pair will be formed, 

the failed primary site node can become the backup site node 

ter its recovery and an unnecessary switchover back to it can 

avoided. We will address this in our future work. The average pa

length for each embedded VNE request with the same sequence 

is shown in Fig. 4 b, which is based on 200 simulation runs. It al

indicates that the average backup path length of our proposed 

gorithm is longer than the average primary path length, which

not the case for the conventional algorithm. 

(d) VNE request acceptance ratio: In order to gain better unde

standing about the above obtained results from Figs. 3 b and 4

the VNE request acceptance ratio is plotted in Fig. 5 , which is d

fined as the ratio between the total number of accepted VNE r

quests (successfully embedded) and the total number of simu

tion iterations for this setup, which is the summation of succes

fully embedded and unsuccessfully embedded VNE requests. 

shown in the figure, it indicates that our proposed algorithm sees

mild decrease in acceptance rate as the number of embedded V

increases in the network. In comparison, the decrease shown 
for telco-grade network protection and service availability, Computer 
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Fig. 4. Path length comparison between the conv
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nal approach and our proposed algorithm. 
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Fig. 5. VNE requests acceptance ratios for the conventional approach and our proposed algorithm. 

Fig. 6. Physical network scale influence on the embedding performance. 

the conventional algorithm is more dramatic. This is because the 817 

more VNE requests are embedded in the PNI, the less resources 818 

are left to embed the later VNE requests (having higher sequence 819 

ID). In our scheme, we require much less resource than the con- 820 

ventional scheme, hence the VNE request acceptance ratio tends to 821 

be higher. In comparison, the conventional scheme fails to come 822 

up with an embedding solution when resources become scarce. 823 

(e) Physical network scale influence: The size of a PNI also in- 824 

fluences the VNE performance. To investigate the PNI scale influ- 825 

ence, we generate a core transport network with a grid topol- 826 

ogy. The number of switching nodes is set to 5 × 5, 6 × 6, 7 × 7 827 

and 8 × 8 in different simulation scenarios. Moreover, the number 828 

of site nodes is varied from 10, to 15 to 20, and they are ran- 829 

domly attached to the switching nodes. The results shown in Fig. 830 

6 are the mean value after 100 iterations, in order to average the 831 

randomness effect. The number of VNE requests is set to 30 in 832 

each run of the simulation. We further compare the VNE request 833 

acceptance ratio under different scales of transport network and 834 

the results are shown in Fig. 6 a. Our proposed algorithm has a 835 

much higher VNE request acceptance ratio than the conventional 836 

approach. When the network size increases, the acceptance ratios 837 

drop in both cases. There are two causes of VNE request drop. 838 

Once the core transport network becomes larger, the average dis- 839 

tance between site nodes also increases when the number of site 840 

nodes is fixed. Hence, the first cause of VNE request drop is the 841 

fact that the path length between the selected site nodes cannot 842 

satisfy the delay constraint specified by the simulation. This is a 843 

direct influence from the PNI topology. The second cause of VNE 844 

request drop lies in the BW within the PNI not being sufficient to 845 

host the VNE requests. When we further investigate the causes of 846 

the VNE request drop by using these two algorithms, we find that 847 

the VNE request drop in our algorithm is mainly due to the first 848 

cause, and for the conventional one, it is mainly due to the second 849 

cause. 850 

As shown in the figure, the results also indicate that the num- 851 

ber of site nodes also has certain impact on the acceptance ratio, 852 

i.e. the more site nodes we have, the better the acceptance ratio. 853 

More number of site nodes puts them closer to each other which 854 

helps in finding out paths requiring lower latency. Once the site 855 

node number becomes higher, the reason for embedding failure 856 

shifts to the scarcity of transport network resources. 857 

In Fig. 6 b and c, we show the average primary and backup path 858 

length for the embedded VNE requests in different PNI sizes. As 859 

shown in the figures, compared to the backup path length, the 860 

difference of primary path lengths between our proposed algo- 861 

rithm and the conventional algorithm is smaller. In our scheme, 862 

the primary path is the shortest path whereas in the conventional 863 

scheme, all paths are the shortest paths. Therefore, path lengths 864 

are similar for the primary paths in both schemes, whereas the 865 

backup path is longer in our scheme. In relation to this, it should 866 

be noted that our proposal has higher success rate (acceptance ra- 867 

tio) in larger PNI which also makes the path length longer while 868 

averaged over the total number of successful embedding. 869 

Although our backup paths are few hops longer ( Fig. 6 c), we 870 

still consume fewer link resources ( Fig. 4 b). This is because we 871 

require to find and establish fewer links to ensure the necessary 872 

connectivity ( Fig. 2 b and c). Along with the reasons explained 873 

above for network scale, this is also the reason why we achieve 874 

higher acceptance ratio. As more and more VNE requests are em- 875 

bedded and consequently resources run out, the algorithm which 876 
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Fig. 7. US IP backbone topology. 

consumes fewer resources achieves higher acceptance ratio i.e. is 877 

successful in the embedding when resources are scarce. 878 

An implication of longer backup path is the usage of subopti- 879 

mal paths after failure. Once a primary VN node is switched to its 880 

backup node, the path length to the backup node from other con- 881 

nected VN nodes will be suboptimal. These paths can slowly be 882 

optimized step by step once switching over to the backup node is 883 

completed without interfering with the intended service delivery. 884 

(f) Real network topology: In order to understand our proposed 885 

algorithm performance in real networks, we use the data from 886 

topology zoo [25] . The used topology ( Fig. 7 ) is from ATT North 887 

America with 25 switching nodes. We re-run the simulation with 888 

the same parameter setup as mentioned before (see Table 2 ). We 889 

show the Cumulative Distribution Function (cdf) of the embedded 890 

path length in Fig. 8 a when the number of site nodes vary from 891 

10, to 15, to 20. 892 

In Fig. 8 a, total path length of all successful VNE is plotted. Al- 893 

though our scheme has longer backup paths, it still performs better 894 

as it realizes a requested VN with less number of paths than the 895 

conventional approach. As illustrated by the results, the variation 896 

of 897 

pat898 

the899 

firm900 

tio 901 

see902 

num903 

VN904 

6. Realization under NFV context 905 

In this section, we explain the relevance of our work within the 906 

context of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) as specified by 907 

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Industry 908 

Specification Group (ISG) NFV. ETSI ISG NFV has been formed by 909 

major operators and vendors to define global standard specifica- 910 

tions for Telecom network virtualization. A virtualized implemen- 911 

tation of a Network Function (e.g. mobile core nodes [2] ) is called 912 

a Virtualized Network Function (VNF) which may contain multi- 913 

ple sub-components running in different VMs. These VMs could 914 

be located in the same datacenter i.e. site, or in multiple sites, 915 

according to the VNF deployment requirements and policies. In 916 

this paper, we have made the problem formulation such that a 917 

VNE request is embedded to geographically distributed sites con- 918 

nected by a Transport Network (TN). However, when a single VNF 919 

which is analogous to a VN node in our model, consists of multi- 920 

ple sub-components, the sub-components may need to be embed- 921 

ded within the same site. Besides, there could be a request to em- 922 

bed a chain of VNFs and each of the VNFs may contain multiple 923 

sub-functions as shown in Fig. 9 . Whatever may be the scenario 924 

is, the VNE request can be formed as G v = ( V v , E v ) as explained in 925 

Section 3.2 . In such a case, V v represents the sub-components of a 926 

VNF, and E v represents the intra-VNF links connecting those sub- 927 

components. 928 

Fig. 10 is the NFV reference architecture proposed by ETSI ISG 929 

NFV [24] . Functional blocks such as the Orchestrator, Virtualized 930 

Infrastructure Manager and VNFs as shown in Fig. 10 are the ma- 931 

jor relevant entities for VNF embedding. The embedding request is 932 

sent to NFV Orchestrator (NFVO), which will trigger the embedding 933 

decisions on the VNF Managers (VNFMs). VNFMs manage the life- 934 

cycles of VNF instances. Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) 935 

controls and manages the compute, storage and network resources 936 

analogous to the PNI. A network within a site (e.g. datacenter) 937 

under the NFV context refers to the datacenter networks, which 938 

nor 39 
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sw 41 

e.g 42 
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wo 44 

em 45 

em 46 

Pl

Co
site nodes (i.e. from 10 to 20) has influence on the embedded 

h length for a VNE request by using our scheme compared to 

 results obtained by using conventional scheme. Fig. 8 b recon- 

s a result from Fig. 6 a, which shows that VNE acceptance ra- 

increases with the number of site nodes available. However, as 

n in Fig. 6 a, this increase becomes less prominent after a certain 

ber of site nodes (15 site nodes in Fig. 8 b). After this point, the 

E failures occur due to the scarcity of transport resources. 
Fig. 8. Comparison of the conventional and our propo
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mally consist of different types of switches, e.g. core switches, 9

regation switches and top of the rack switches, and all the 9

itches are deployed according to certain pre-defined topology, 9

. two/three-tier tree, fat-tree, etc. If multiple sites are involved 9

deploying one VNF or a VNF chain, the TN (core transport net- 9

rk in Section 3 ) is also involved in the process. In this case, 9

bedding needs to be done in two steps. Step 1 is the top-tier 9

bedding, which selects suitable sites and links within the TN 9
sed algorithm in real network topology. 
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Fig. 9. VNF c
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Fig. 10. NFV refer

that interconnect the sites. Step 2 is the local embedding: i.e. t

sub-components of each VNF need to be within a site where mu

tiple VMs are instantiated on different physical machines and co

nected through intra-site links. Therefore, the infrastructure gra

for physical network G p = ( V p , E p ) should be formulated and u

dated accordingly by taking the switches of different types a

capabilities inside the site into consideration. If the TN is not i
volved, the VNE algorithm can be run in VIM. If multiple VIMs and 

the TN between are involved in the VNE process, the top tier VNE 

will run in the Orchestrator and our proposed algorithm needs to 

be deployed in both the VIM and the Orchestrator to ensure overall 

protection. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated a heuristic algo- 

rithm which realizes VNE for 1 + 1 site protection to meet Telco- 

grade network protection and service availability requirements. In 

approaching this issue, we do not relax the problem by using path 

splitting as that is unrealistic in operational networks. We also dis- 

tinguish between server nodes and switching nodes, as a server 

node cannot be mapped on a switching node. 

Our algorithm achieves sound correlation between node and 

link embedding, consumes less bandwidth and provides higher 

success rate than any conventional approach. Evaluation results 

also show that our algorithm performance in finding out a VNE 

solution is close to the theoretical ceiling. In our future work, we 

will address VN node mapping over multiple sites in order to fur- 

ther optimize site resources and backup path optimization in order 

Please cite this article as: A. Khan et al., Virtual Network Embedding 
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hain example. 

rchitectural framework. 

to further reduce the consumption of link resources. In additio

we intend to further analyze the performance of the proposed VN

algorithm in failure scenarios focusing of service recovery latenc
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